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Climate and the “Little Green Women and Men”
A comment by Peter Koenig
The Little Green Women and Men (LGWM) are us, humanoids, especially those living in the west,
believing we command Mother Earth. Well, no wonder, there is a group among us, who claims to
be “God’s Chosen People” – and they act it all the way. So much so, that they and their influence
on LGWMs, have almost managed to dominate all the women, men and resources of Mother Earth.
Humanoids, LGWMs, are easily manipulated. They have chosen to be green, because “green” is
IN. They are ‘little’, because in the big scheme of things, as compared to Mother Nature, for
example, they are diminutive. Very. Yet, they pretend to command the climate. Green parties all
over the western world are multiplying fast; almost like the legendary grain on a chessboard. They
are called green but they come in all shades, from brown to green to red, and everything in
between. In Germany the Greens have become so popular that during the next elections they may
catch up to 30 % of the votes.
Question is: What will they do when they come to real power, when they are in Government,
confronted with the interests of big business? Will they bend over, cave in – as did the Socialist
parties throughout Europe during the last half of the 20th Century?
Today, one has to be green to belong.
Who is green, (pretends) fighting for the environment, for the protection of the environment – which
is good, per se. But fighting for the environment is not a linear affair, as they, the LGWMs, are
made to believe – and many of them believe, as “science” tells them to believe. When they
believe, they create a comfort zone for themselves, where guilt disappears. They don’t question
anymore. THE authority, called “science”, tells them the “facts” to believe. And if they do, they are
almost absolved from guilt.
Almost – because to be really absolved in our western ultra-capitalist world, only money can really
absolve you. So, they – or we, collectively, whether we believe in the propaganda or not
(fortunately some of us don’t), will be asked to pay – to pay environmental fees and taxes of all
kinds and shapes. To be more attractive they may be called ‘climate taxes’ – for using fossil fuel,
for buying plastic, for flying in airplanes, for consuming no end – and-so-on. Hardly anybody asks
what will be done with this new tax money.
As it cannot stop climate from changing, it will most likely end up in private banks, mostly Wall
Street banks, where the billons collected will grow into speculative multi-trillions-dollar bubbles. And
we know what eventually happens with bubbles. We all remember the Carbon Funds – which
apparently are not dead yet, but will rather be resuscitated in this new fervor to fight climate
change.
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Stamped by our western Judeo-Christian guilt culture, we truly believe from the bottom of our
hearts that paying a climate tax will free us from environmental responsibilities and put us back into
our comfort zones. We then comfortably and guiltlessly continue driving our huge gas guzzling,
CO2-emitting SUVs. That’s why the corporate manipulators – BIG-BIG money and their media tells
us every day, the Climate Armageddon is coming. So, we pay, to postpone it.
It was coming already at the first UN-sponsored Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) of 1992 which was extended to the Kyoto Protocol of 1997, an international treaty that
commits state parties to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, based on scientific consensus that
(1) global warming is occurring and
(2) it is extremely likely that human-made CO2 emissions have predominantly caused it.
The Kyoto Protocol was adopted in Kyoto, Japan, on 11 December 1997, by 192 nations. The
Protocol entered into force on 16 February 2005.
But despite all the warnings of Armageddon, nothing has happened. Even if mankind was
responsible for the CO2 production that changes climate – mankind, or rather the LGWMs have
ignored it. Climate Armageddon is still written all over the walls. But it moves from wall to wall,
further into the future, as nobody seems to be interested in preventing it.
After Kyoto followed Copenhagen, the next UN-sponsored Climate Change Conference, also called
the Copenhagen Summit, in December 2009. Similar discourse, and new targets were set and
propagated; billions of dollars were pledged by governments – but few paid-in, mostly because
already then it was not quite clear who should administer the funds and who should invest in what
and where to stop the climate from changing. Copenhagen also coined the 350-slogan. It stands
for 350 ppm (parts per million) of carbon dioxide (CO2) which has been identified as the safe upper
limit to avoid a climate tipping point. As of today, there is a climate NGO called 350.org.
In 2019, CO2 is expected to pass the 410-ppm level. As per the New Scientist (25 January 2019),
Carbon dioxide levels will soar past the 410 ppm milestone in 2019. We will pass yet another
unwelcome milestone this year. The average concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is
likely to rise by 2.8 parts per million to 411 ppm in 2019 – passing 410 ppm just a few years after
first passing the 400 ppm mark.
No stopping of climate change is happening – and Armageddon is moving on.
What this climate movement doesn’t seem to understand, or those that manage it do not want the
world to know that climate is a complex structure of ever shifting values and natural phenomena;
that climate is influenced by many factors which are all inter-related and orders of magnitude more
important than what man can ever contribute.
There is the sun with its constantly changing eruptions and radiation emissions, perhaps the most
important influence; then the oceans, while they absorb CO2, they also emit CO2 – and most
important according to a 30-year NASA study the oceans themselves change temperatures in
natural intervals of roughly ten years, which is called El Niño in the Pacific and the Nrth Atlantic
Oscillation in the Atlantic. They are responsible for large-scale weather patterns, also orders of
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magnitude larger than what man could ever create. In addition, there are the volcanos around the
world, many of which are active. A massive eruption of one of them, i.e. Iceland, the Philippines,
Italy, Hawaii – may produce a multiple of CO2 levels of what man produces in one year.
And we should also be aware of what is not much talked about, that the US Air Force, the US
Navy, the University of Alaska and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), have developed since the sixties a weather control-program that functions with
electromagnetic waves emitted in the Ionosphere, altering ionospheric temperatures to create
specific weather patterns. The intention is to weaponize the weather so as to control entire regions
by weather, floods, droughts, hurricanes… you name it.
Weather warfare has a long history; Earlier technologies were applied during the Vietnam war,
when it was capable to prolong and enhance the Monsoon season, so as to make the paths the
Vietcong used to transit from the North to the South were made impassable. That is really manmade.
The program used to be called HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) and
was stationed in Alaska. It has now nominally been dismantled, but continuous more clandestinely
to be sophisticated enough, to allow the US to control the world’s weather by 2030, according to
the Pentagon.
Talking about military and climate – the wars and conflicts mostly inspired by the US and carried
out by the Pentagon, NATO or their mercenary proxies, cause more than half of the man-made
CO2 emissions. This is a fact that may never be discussed in these UN-sponsored climate
conferences – a strict rule imposed by Washington.
These are just a few climate-influencing elements, the composite of which is much larger than each
one acting linearly on its own, because they are all inter-related, they are all acting holistically and
dynamically – in other words, not predictably – and with a power orders of magnitude larger than
CO2 by itself, let alone man-made CO2 which is but a tiny fraction of all greenhouse gases
produced by nature. And these ever-occurring climate changes, are well controlled by nature, as
NASA’s Earth Observatory found out by studying the oceans for over 30 years. They are kept in
balance by our Mother Earth, no matter how much we would like to influence them.
Notice this: We are today threatened by nuclear war, a nuclear war that could wipe out mankind
within a few days – yet we talk and demonstrate for climate change prevention, mand-made CO2
reduction. Public Icon, the Swedish teenager, Greta, and her followers, the Friday for the Future
kids and those that call themselves “Extinction Rebellion”, took to the streets in so-called climate
strikes by the hundreds of thousands throughout the world.
Seriously, imagine – the use of CO2 producing fossil fuel and an industrial agriculture infesting the
atmosphere with greenhouse gases, the engine for 90% of the world’s economy – and let’s not
forget the CO2 produced by wars and hostilities around the globe – all of which is also the engine
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for huge corporate profits! –
Does anyone seriously believe that hundreds of thousands, or even millions, demonstrating against
climate change – will have an iota of influence on corporate behavior and profit oriented growth
policies?
These kids – the LGWMs – are dreaming. Most of them anyway. Some of their leaders are directed
by the same corporations they pretend to fight and to demonstrate against. Generally, the LGWM
movement doesn’t have a clear agenda, other than talking loosely and abstractly about CO2
reduction. But they don’t really know how to go about it and what this means, what steps need to
be taken and by whom, what implications and consequences this would have for our today’s
civilization and every-day life, yes, theirs too, the climate kids’ every-day life. Thy have no program
of what has to change; they just believe the change has to come from ‘outside’, i.e. the politicians.
No idea either that these same politicians are captured by the same industrial, financial and
specifically the war industrial complex and that this highly capitalist money-making machinery also
commands the propaganda apparatus on which they drive and thrive.
These climate folks managed to organize a special UN Climate event preceding the 2019 UN
General Assembly, during which the most powerful and obnoxious representatives of nations and
heads of states, notably of the US of A, talked aggression no end to those countries that do not
bend to their orders and do not want to submit their people and natural resources for exploitation
and profit of the western elite. In the special firing line are the usual condemned and sanctioned –
but almost the only true sovereign countries left on this globe – Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua, Iran,
Syria, Afghanistan, North Korea – and of course Russia and China.
Instead of seeking peace, the essence of the UN Charter, the UN has become a forum for war
declarations and climate change. If ever man wants to make a true contribution to climate change –
it can only be done by PEACE, through peaceful cooperation and solidarity among nations across
the globe.
The LGWM movement has to wake up to a reality which is not propaganda based and has to do
with our behavior, with our entire attitude, with our socioeconomic system – with a turbo-capitalist
system that is growth based with ever larger profit margins. The system to survive has to expand
every day, every year – it induces extreme consumerism, thrives on fashion trends – and on
generation of massive waste, most of which is not biodegradable, but accumulates and – yes,
influences our ambiance, living conditions – and eventually being part of a holistic world, also
influences the climate.
We are living in a throw-away society, driven by an industrial apparatus that uses obsolescence as
a tool for consumerism and growth, to generate more profit, no matter how much more nonrenewable resources will have to be sacrificed and wasted – ending up as waste, rotting away,
polluting the air we breathe, the soil we use to grow our food and the water – the all-important
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water, without which no life is possible.
To slow down and eventually stop the rapid decline of our existence on this lovely and generous
planet, we ALL have to contribute in solidarity to PEACE. A life in peace is a sine qua non for
improving our planets environment – and thereby our sheer living conditions, quality of life – and
foremost to bring about more societal equality, less poverty a better distribution of wealth. All of this
requires a massive awakening, an awakening towards a consciousness that is immune to
egocentricity to fake propaganda – that is 180 degrees opposite to the current selfie-culture.
In the 1950s, I’m old enough to remember, we wrote letters to our friends and relatives, shopped
in corner grocery stores, bought beverages in recycled glass bottles, filled our staple food from bulk
containers into recycled paper bags, and wrapped fresh vegetables into newspapers (not plastic),
went to public phone booths to call our girlfriends, walked, or biked to school, and if at all, our
parents had small cars, no SUVs, prepared our sandwiches for school, used the same cloths for
years, talked with each other eye-to-eye, enjoyed nature.
Today, nature is the same in the city or the countryside, because we stumble through nature
wherever we go watching the little screen of an obsolescence disposable smartphone, with which
we chat, smile and also make some phone calls. Then, in the post WWII fifties, our lives were more
modest and happier. Then, we consumed less than what Mother Earth could sustainably provide
us with. In the 1960s we started exceeded that threshold. Today, we, in the west, use three to four
times what nature can give us (Africa about 0.6) – and that for sure will not go on forever.
Perhaps we have to think about jumping forward to a life style of the fifties and that consciously and
conscientiously – and we won’t have to worry about 350-ppm CO2 as the limit for sustainable
climate, because it will happen naturally and climate change will continue to happen naturally, as it
always did for 4 billion years of our planet’s existence – and never bothered us. And most
importantly, we have to learn to consciously remind ourselves that we are a solidary peaceful
society, and we have to consciously disconnect from MSM, turn off our ears to the ever blaring and
lying media propaganda lyrics. Consciousness is our integrity and base for social cohesiveness.

Sources:
• https://www.newscientist.com/issue/3214/
• https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/OceanCarbon
• https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a539515.pdf
+++
Thanks to the author for the right to publish the article.
+++
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+++
KenFM strives for a broad spectrum of opinions. Opinion articles and guest contributions do not
have to reflect the editorial point of view.
+++
You like our program? Information on support options can be found here:
https://kenfm.de/support/kenfm-unterstuetzen/
+++
Now you can also support us with Bitcoins.
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